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Week 10:
Women vs Men’s Sport in Australia
Ian: Football started.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: Australian Rules Football started with the AFLW1, the Women's
League…
Pete: Yep.
Ian: …that started last night. So that's exciting because we go through this
really intense period of sport over the early part of summer with tennis and
cricket on. And then once the tennis finishes and the cricket starts to wind
down2, you end up with this period of nothing, and being a sports fanatic3,
like I am…
Pete: How is that going? Because back in the day when you were my age
or younger, it was obviously a very bloke-orientated sport4.
Ian: Completely and utterly.
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Pete: There was no significant female cricket or AFL footy5…
Ian: Well, certainly, when I was a kid no girls or women played football.
Pete: Was that even recreationally6 for like small clubs or anything? There
was just no… They…?
Ian: Nup. And yeah. Then probably when you were younger, when that sort
of Auskick7, that little sort of thing, there would have been a few girls
running around doing Auskick.
Pete: Do you want to explain what Auskick is?
Ian: Yeah, Auskick was this... It's sort of like a national organisation, where
all the sort of local football clubs8 would have a... one morning on a
weekend they'd have little kids come around and they would do basically
some skill stuff.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: Learn how to kick, learn how to handball9, and then they'd have a
game which, you know, when you got a bunch of six- and seven-year-olds
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running around, that's literally what it is. Everybody just runs around,
chasing the ball, but it's good fun.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: And so, it was just a way of introducing little kids to the game. And I
suppose when you do it, there might have been two or three girls and 200
boys.
Pete: And we all just did it together, right?
Ian: And everybody does it together.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: Now, there'd be... It's probably not a 50/50 split10, but I'd be very
surprised if it wasn't sort of one third, two thirds of having a third of the
participants11 being girls. Around that time though, there were also...
Around when you were playing, there would have also have been girls
playing in junior competitions12 where up until under 13, girls could play
with boys.
Pete: Yep.
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Ian: There was no girl’s competition or boy’s competition. It was just they
all played together. And clearly, the girls had to be better to play against,
and with, boys because they weren't playing against just other girls. But it
worked. The challenge for that was, though, the really good... The girls who
were really good at it, once they got to 13...
Pete: Had nowhere to go.
Ian: Had nowhere to go. And it was one of those ones where... To some
extent13 you understand, because clubs just simply weren't, you know, they
didn't... You couldn't play girls in an under 15 competition because there
was no changerooms14 for girls. And that's a very... that's a minor thing. But
that was just one of those things. And I use the example of, probably the
best Australian... Women's Australian footballer, Erin Philips, who's, well,
won two of the best players in the country things with the AFLW, which is
only in its fourth season15.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: But she played in Under-13s16. She was the best player in her
competition, not just her club as a 12-year-old, playing against boys and
was then told you can't play anymore.
Pete: Yep.
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Ian: And her father was a... This is pre-AFL17, but her father was a state
level footballer, played actually at national level football, and that's what
she wanted to do. You know, she wants to go and play football, but she
couldn't.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: So, she switched over to18 basketball, played for Australia, won the
Commonwealth Games19, and got medals in the Olympics, and played in
the WNBA20 in the United States for 10 or 15 years. And then when the
AFLW, the women's AFL competition, our football competition, started, she
came back and said, "That's what I want to do." And so, she'd spent her life
basically playing her second favourite sport21 because she couldn't play this
sport as a woman.
Pete: Why do you think it is that there seem to be so many women who
can do so well across multiple sports compared to men? Do you think
that's... Like, it seems from my view22 that it's because there are smaller
pools of23 women competing to play in those sports so that the spread of
talent24 isn't as wide. So, the women that dominate in one sport tend to be
able to dominate in a lot of others compared to the men. If you train really
hard to be in the top 1% of25 men that can play AFL, you're not going to be
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able to have the body type26 to play basketball or to, you know, play cricket
probably. And… Nor the time, right. Because training is literally...
Ian: I think it’s… Yeah, I think there's an element of27 that too. But I would
suspect that time is probably the one…
Pete: Yep.
Ian: …because for decades, men's sport has been more professional in a
literal28 sense, of that they are earning more money out of it.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: Therefore, I think boys specialise in29 a sport earlier. There'd be very
few boys now, as in junior footballers, for instance, who would still be
playing high-level30 basketball or cricket or so on. They'll be… up until
about the age of 16. They possibly are, but often by the time you're
sixteen…
Pete: Yep.
Ian: …you've been recognised31 and rewarded as, "Well we want you in the
elite football competition."
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Pete: “This is where you're going.”
Ian: You can't play cricket or basketball. You could do it recreationally, just
mucking around32. But you can't play state level cricket, state level
basketball, state level football all at the same time.
Pete: Well you're wasting your time, right? Because imagine all of those
hours put into33 the one sport, focussing on that and where you would be
otherwise.
Ian: Whereas…
Pete: And there's so much competition that you need to have given it34
everything, right.
Ian: Exactly. Whereas for women, if you're… and I don't think is an inherent
difference between men and women from that point of view. If you're going
to be a good footballer, you're going to be a good basketballer. You're
probably going to be good at a whole lot of other sport.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: But for women, because of that lack of35 professionalism in them...
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Pete: Yep. Not in women, but in the areas of the sports.
Ian: In the sports themselves that women have been able to play multiple
sports here longer and therefore can switch between them.
Pete: Yeah. ‘Cause I used to get so jealous of how easy it seemed a lot of
the girls at Jiu Jitsu had it36, especially when competing in competitions,
because I would show up37 and I would have 50 guys in my bracket38. And
so, the chances of me getting to, you know, winning that gold medal was
close to zero39 and a lot of girls would show up and they'd have three
people. So, they were guaranteed a medal already. But not even that,
because a lot of them were still good, but they just didn't have the pool to
pull from to have to compete and get through.
Ian: Yeah. But…
Pete: But on top of that40, they would be able to switch into other sports like
judo and wrestling. And because they also had smaller portions of
women...
Ian: The transferability41 of skills works.
Pete: Yeah. They just do a few lessons and they're already, "Okay. Well,
you know, we'll have you compete at the Commonwealth Games, you
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know, because we... Australia only has ten women who are even thinking
about doing it. You can already get to the Commonwealth Games." So, you
would see these women just be able to switch between sports and then
shoot up42 and take over. So, yeah, if you're a girl, if you're a young girl
thinking about doing sports, man, now's the time…
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: …because it's a saturated43 market for men it seems. It's so difficult
to get to the top.
Ian: Yeah. Well, I joked with you for a while when you were at high school,
when you won a state title44 in fencing.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: And, you know, I was proud of that. But you said, "Yeah, but the other
guy came second." You only had to... because you chose a small sport in
Australia and you had you also chose the least-favoured45 weapon it, and
therefore there were very few people that you had to compete against.
Pete: Yep. This was for sabre in fencing46. Yep.
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Ian: Sabre in fencing. But, you know, I remember saying to you, "If you
want to get a scholarship47 to a United States university.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: Forget academics, forget mainstream48 sports, but this fencing.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: There'll be a handful of49 universities in America who would say, "Hey,
we got a national champion in sabre. We'll take him50."
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: And you get the full-ride scholarship51. So yeah, it's... That women's
sport thing is... It's enviable52 from a male point of view.
Pete: Do you think it will catch up?
Ian: It will. It will.
Pete: Because I imagine it will. Eventually, they’ll have the numbers.
Ian: Yeah, there's no difference in some sports, like swimming, tennis.
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Pete: Well, running any of those, yeah.
Ian: Golf, athletics, those sports where they're... Even the highly
professional ones like tennis and golf. There's no advantage53 to being a
woman playing golf or tennis in comparison with the number of people
you're competing with.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: There'll be the same number of young girls playing golf and tennis as
there'll be young boys.
Pete: Yep. But it's a burgeoning54 market, right?
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: With those sports that are opening up like AFL and...
Ian: Yeah. And the contact sports55…
Pete: Yeah.
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Ian: …which traditionally girls have been less likely to play because they
were considered not to be feminine56 and so on. And those contact sports
have just really opened up.
Pete: Man, even MMA57, you know.
Ian: Oh, yeah!
Pete: there are some girls that I was training with who were really, really
good. But yeah, they just kept it… kept going for a few years and they're
already in competitions like One58, you know, the UFC58, stuff like that.
Ian: Yeah. Yeah.
Pete: You're just like, the path that they had to take to get there was so
much shorter. It still required dedication59 and effort. But... And also, I think
those competitions are dying to60 have more women compete in them.
Ian: They are, they're much more marketable.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: If you've got men and women playing a sport, they're more marketable
at the individual level.
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Pete: Yep.
Ian: In the sense that you've got companies who are going to sponsor61

women, you know, in a sport more than they are going to sponsor men…
Pete: Yeah, well…
Ian: …because it's new and it's different. And the other thing is, from a
television rights62 point of view, as well, if you can sell a sport to both men
and women, you're more likely to get television rights bumping up. So…
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Week 10:
Vocabulary
1. AFLW – Australia’s Women’s Football League.
2. Wind something down – draw or bring gradually to a close.
3. A sports fanatic – someone obsessed with sports.
4. Bloke-orientated – (Aussie slang) aimed at men.
5. AFL footy – (Aussie slang) Australian Football League – Footy = football.
6. Recreationally – (of an activity) done for fun or enjoyment.
7. Auskick – a program in Australia where children are introduced to AFL football.
8. A local football club – a sports club from a town that plays AFL football.
9. Handball – (in the sport of AFL) punch the ball with your hand as to give it to
another player.
10. A 50/50 split – a division of equal halves.
11. A participant – someone who partakes in an activity or event.
12. A junior competition – a sports competition for pre-adults/children.
13. To some extent – to a certain point; to some degree.
14. A changeroom – a room in which you change into and out of your sports uniform.
15. A season – a fixed time in the year when a particular sporting activity is pursued.
16. Under-13s – (of a sporting competition) for kids below the age of 13.
17. Pre-AFL – before Australian Football League.
18. Switch over (to something) – change from one thing to another.
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19. The Commonwealth Games – an international, multi-sport event involving athletes
from the Commonwealth of Nations.
20. WNBA – Women’s National Basketball Association.
21. Second favourite sport – the next sport you like the most after your favourite one.
22. A view – a perspective; an opinion.
23. A pool (of something) – a supply (of something).
24. Talent – natural aptitude or skill.
25. In the top 1% of something – in the best or highest 1% (1/100th) of something.
26. A body type – a certain shape of human body.
27. An element (of something) – a part (of something).
28. Literal – taking words in their usual and most basic sense without metaphor or
exaggeration.
29. Specialise (in something) – concentrate on and become expert (in a particular
subject or skill).
30. High-level (sport) – (in sport) at or of a level above that which is normal or average.
31. Recognised – noticed.
32. Muck around – behave in a silly or aimless way; have fun.
33. Put into something – contribute to something.
34. Give something everything – put in 100% of your effort towards achieving
something.
35. Lack of something – absence of something.
36. Have it easy – have no difficulties; be fortunate.
37. Show up (to somewhere) – arrive (somewhere).
38. A bracket – the group of people who have to compete against each other in a
competition.
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39. Close to zero – (of chances or probability) almost impossible; very unlikely.
40. On top of that – furthermore.
41. Transferability – the ability to move or exchange something to or from something
else.
42. Shoot up – climb rapidly; move up quickly.
43. Saturated – completely full.
44. A state title – if you have a state title, you’ve placed number 1 in a competition at the
state level.
45. Least-favoured – chose the least; least preferable.
46. Fencing – the sport of fighting with swords, especially foils, épées, or sabres,
according to a set of rules, in order to score points against an opponent.
47. A scholarship – a grant or payment made to support a student’s education,
awarded on the basis of academic or other achievement.
48. Mainstream – the ideas, attitudes, or activities that are shared by most people and
regarded as normal or conventional.
49. A handful of something – a small number of something.
50. We’ll take him – we’ll accept him.
51. A full-ride scholarship – an award that covers the entire cost of college.
52. Enviable – arousing or likely to arouse envy.
53. An advantage – a condition or circumstance that puts one in a favourable or
superior position.
54. Burgeoning – growing or increasing rapidly; flourishing.
55. A contact sport – a sport in which the participants necessarily come into bodily
contact with one another.
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56. Feminine – having qualities or an appearance traditionally associated with women,
especially delicacy and prettiness.
57. MMA – the sport of Mixed Martial Arts.
58. One | The UFC – MMA fighting competitions.
·

The UFC = The Ultimate Fighting Championship.

59. Dedication – the quality of being committed to a task or purpose.
60. Dying to… – really wanting to…
61. Sponsor someone – pay some or all of the costs involved in staging (a sporting or
artistic event) in return for advertising.
62. Television rights – where a TV network has the rights to air a sporting event.

Week 10:
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Pronunciation
1. It's probably not a 50/50 split.
2. Yeah, I think there's an element of that.
3. The tennis and the cricket start to wind down.
4. It was obviously a very bloke-orientated sport.
5. Kids learn how to kick and handball at Auskick.
6. Therefore, I think boys specialise in a sport earlier.
7. There was no significant female cricket or AFL footy.
8. I think those competitions are dying to have more women compete.
9. She switched over to basketball and won the Commonwealth Games.
10. You couldn't play girls in an under 15 competition because there was no
changerooms for girls.
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